A single source for accurate data
and advanced tools to evaluate
banks across the globe.

U.S. and Canada
Latin America
Asia-Pacific
Europe
Middle East
Africa

Enter a new era of speed,
accuracy and automated ease
for worldwide bank analysis.
It’s not easy to evaluate banks across the globe.
You face numerous languages, currencies, sources and
incompatible standards, requiring manual data entry
and translation.
Thanks to SNL Financial, complexity and time-consuming
research are no longer obstacles. We now provide a single
online source for accurate data on worldwide banks in
standard formats. Our templates and instant currency
conversion automate individual bank evaluations and
apples-to-apples peer comparisons.
First the U.S. Then Europe. Next Asia-Pacific.
Now the world.
Founded in 1987, SNL transformed bank analysis with
our powerful interactive platform. We became the
undisputed gold standard in banking industry intelligence
for North America, launched European bank coverage in
2011, followed by the Asia-Pacific region in 2013. We
then started extending our coverage to Latin America, the
Middle East and Africa, with the goal of encompassing
every single bank – from the largest players to smaller,
non-listed entities.

SNL. One source. One standard.
The SNL approach: each country’s key unique items, plus
standard formats for multinational comparisons, with
instant access to original source documents.

Currencies
Languages



Reporting Differences

Data in standard formats
Your language



Your currency

Single online source
Faster analysis
Peer comparisons
No more manual entry
100% accurate
SNL tools open up a new world of analysis
Our Excel® Add-In lets you link your spreadsheets and charts to
our database for automatic updating. Use your own models or our
extensive library of banking templates. Envision strategies and
scenarios with instant mapping.

What makes SNL different.
Completeness: no more searching multiple sources.
SNL is your single source for multinational and intracountry analysis from large banks and their subsidiaries to
non-listed banks to central and development banks. We
have exclusive data you won’t find anywhere else.
Standard formats: easy multinational peer comparisons.
Our exclusive formats align U.S. GAAP, IFRS, J-GAAP, PRC
and other country-specific fields to simplify analysis across
institutions worldwide. Quickly compare capital ratios,
asset quality, liquidity and profitability for banks on any
continent.
Transparency: instant access to source documents.
With SNL source-tagging, you simply click on a number to
see the original source document, in its original language
or translated, with the exact line item highlighted. “Ratio
dissection” lets you see how we calculate a specific metric.
Accuracy 100% guaranteed: numbers you can trust.
We gather data from multiple sources and scrub it for
accuracy. Our 3-tiered data approval process includes
15,000 automated error checks plus manual inspection.
SNL is the only provider with an accuracy guarantee.
Timeliness: know sooner.
Nobody releases data faster than SNL. We publish public
company data within 5 days of issue and typically within
24 hours for the world’s largest banks.

RESULT

A faster path to analytical insight.
Astute decisions based on complete and
accurate data. A competitive edge.

Exclusive news and insight from our experts worldwide.
Stay on top of current news and trends with SNL’s realtime updates and newsletters, produced exclusively for
users by our team of 250+ expert reporters. News is
linked to financial profiles and vice versa.
Unlimited usage with no restrictions.
Your subscription includes unlimited usage – no extra
charges for multiple users or data downloads. With SNL,
each individual in your company gets the information
they need, wherever they are in the world.

Consider banking analysis without:
 Time-consuming
data entry

 Manual translation of
languages and currencies

 Multiple sources of
incompatible information

 Disparate systems that
defy comparison

 Cross-referencing source
documents to ensure data
accuracy

SNL in action
Solutions for every stakeholder involved in the banking
industry from institutions to investors to advisors.
What’s your role in the banking industry? If you’re with a bank, are you in senior management? Credit? Finance?
Marketing? Are you an advisor to the industry: consulting, legal, accounting, M&A? Are you an investor on the
buy-side or sell-side? Whatever your objectives, SNL will help you achieve them.

Banks
Objectives

 Know how you compare with peers on key metrics
 Leverage your geographical footprint
 Identify merger targets
 Map opportunities; stay ahead of trends
Solutions
Standard templates for apples-to-apples comparisons
of detailed data on capital and performance. Menubased analytical tools save time: choose your metrics
and list of peers anywhere in the world. News and
analytics of major themes (such as regulation) put your
performance in context. Unique, powerful branch
database and instant interactive mapping let you
envision strategies and the impact of mergers.

Credit Risk

Regulators
And Central Banks
Objectives

 Effectively monitor early warning signals in the
banking sector

 Integrate worldwide systemic trends in Financial
Stability and other reports

 Understand a bank’s risks and opportunities in light
of global reach and local markets

Solutions
Tool sets to identify banks on a range of indicators
including SIFI status. Rank banks by market cap or
capital ratios. Detailed financials on each bank plus
Bank Country Stats templates to aggregate metrics
such as impaired loan coverage, tier 1 ratios and
ROAA. Group structures for every bank SNL covers to
track subsidiaries and identify risks. Know the impact
of a bank’s foreign operations on its bottom line.
Integrate macro trends into domestic risk models.

Consultants,
Accountants, Lawyers

Objectives
 Assess credit limits and manage risk exposure
 Stay informed on the local financial industry and
portfolio developments
 Spend more time on analysis, less on data search
 Model counterparty risk data

Objectives

Solutions
A single source solution to assess your exposure to
financial institutions credit risk. Accurate, reliable and
timely data on both rated and unrated banks across the
globe. Easily digestible intelligence to enhance your
expertise. Worldwide industry news to keep you informed.
Model financial institutions counterparty risk and other
data using our Excel Add-In or data feeds.

Solutions
Detailed data on banks in a given geographic sector, in
standard formats for perfect benchmarking, from a
bank-specific EIU template to an Asia-Pacific template.
Tap into predictions from industry experts via SNL
partnerships with FactSet, Inquiry Financial and EIU.
Drill down into operational detail and understand a
bank’s presence in each local marketplace. Instant
interactive mapping of retail bank branches.

 Compile industry analyses for banking clients

 Estimate sectoral landscape and potential/risk
 Examine retail operations of a bank

 Provide counsel (whether financial or legal) based on
accurate data

Private Equity
Objectives

 Screen for potential investments

 Conduct a full company analysis before making a
decision

 Monitor performance of portfolio companies and
related trends and act proactively

 Follow industry developments and market conditions

Solutions
Granular detail on each bank: assets, liabilities,
liquidity, funding profiles, P&L, performance against
key metrics. SNL’s Excel tools speed up screening and
filtering. Identify opportunities faster and access indepth data on more companies. Proprietary news and
analysis put company performance in context.

Investment Management
Objectives

 Quickly assess threats and opportunities based on
accurate financial metrics

 Screen companies without aggregating data yourself

 Ensure Client Advisory and Business Development
groups understand the companies they’re servicing

Solutions
Hundreds of different financial metrics for banks across
all geographies, in standard formats for easy access and
export. Instant access to source documents. Simply
screen, rank and filter companies based on financial
metrics to build an investment case. Models are
integrated with dynamic formulas that refresh
automatically. Full company profiles, current and
detailed, are easily obtainable for Client Advisory and
Business Development teams.

Investment Banks
Objectives
 Understand M&A and capital market trends
 Generate ideas for presentations
 Monitor activities at investment banking competitors
 Develop accurate, timely research reports
 Monitor trends
 Access sector-specific financial metrics
Solutions
Comprehensive coverage of global banking deals from
initiation to completion, including deal documents.
Excel templates for screening of deal flow by country.
Detailed branch data and powerful mapping capability
for presentations. Easily accessible league tables with
detail on each advisor (fees, pricing ratios, etc.).
Standard data templates include pertinent metrics.
Create accurate reports quicker.

24/7 Support
SNL’s experts in bank analysis are available
around the globe and around the clock at no
extra charge to help you harness the power of
SNL to meet your goals. Support@SNL.com

Banks in North America & Latin America
From Wall Street to Main Street,
the banking industry counts on SNL
data to make sound decisions.

From publicly traded mega-banks in the U.S., Canada
and Latin America to privately held local institutions,
SNL covers the full range of banks in the Americas.
Our database includes detailed profiles on more than
20,000 U.S. financial institutions: banks, thrifts and
credit unions. SNL is the trusted information partner
to 49 of the 50 largest commercial banks in the U.S.
along with more than 1,500 community banks and
credit unions.
Timely strategic indicators for operators and investors.
SNL gives you instant access to the data you need to
identify opportunity, lift performance and reduce risk.
Our data is timely, comprehensive and easy to use.

How much time do you spend on

regulatory issues?
With SNL, regulatory reports that took days
now take minutes. Spot red flags. Prepare for regulatory
examinations and board meetings.

ON THE WEB

See how community banks use SNL to
identify opportunity, lift performance and
reduce risk. SNL.com/BankTools

Track metrics critical to a bank’s success such as
credit quality, credit concentration exposure and
liquidity. Estimate your bank’s value and evaluate M&A
deals with SNL’s valuation data and models. Price your
asset and liability products based on real-time
competitive data–only SNL provides coverage of U.S.
consumer deposit and loan rates.
Fine-tune bank performance against key ratios.
SNL’s coverage of key metrics makes it easy to make
peer comparisons. Use benchmarks like product
pricing, loan mix, net interest margin and efficiency
ratio to fine-tune your own performance and plan
competitive strategies.
Chart exactly how you compare with your peers on
key metrics like ROAA, NIM and NPAs/Assets using
apples-to-apples templates. Choose from SNL’s
prebuilt peer groups or build a custom peer group.

Our coverage of Latin America continues to grow
SNL began adding Latin American coverage in 2014 and
continues to expand its scope and depth. We started with
summary coverage of the leading Latin American banks for
over 100 key financial data items, and continue to build out
deeper coverage of the top 150 banks, including branch
mapping, M&A and debt maturity and other powerful
features. See historical data back to 2010. Keep up to date
on the latest market developments with industry news
coverage, compiled from multiple sources. Compare banks
in Latin America with those in other regions, without
manual data entry.

Take full advantage of your branch footprint.
SNL gives you instant access to the data you need to
evaluate your branch network and make the most of it
based on geographic, demographic and financial
factors. Create instant bank footprint maps with
layered demographic data to envision your strategies.
Overlay market data to target customers and prospects
based on profit potential. Identify opportunities to
open new branches or consolidate. See the effects of a
merger, acquisition or divestiture.
A streamlined approach to regulatory reporting.
Spend less time preparing for regulatory examinations.
Identify regulatory red flags and take preemptive
action. SNL’s tools have become an essential aid for
our clients in meeting the challenge of greater
scrutiny, including Basel III and capital levels. From
loan portfolio analysis to credit risk, quickly identify
key risks and potential problems compared to your
peers. Plot trending of key metrics.

The data you need to outperform
competition in the U.S.
Peer Benchmarking

Powerful branch analytics
Use SNL’s powerful branch database to create your own
reports and professional-quality maps. Primary workflows
include transaction HHI analysis, market share, branchlevel pricing and market overlap reports.

Loan & deposit product interest rates
Rely on SNL’s interest rate database for unlimited access to
rates on mortgages, consumer loans, deposits and credit
cards for banks across the U.S., down to the market and
branch level. One-click reports provide valuable competitive
intel to help you develop strategies to build deposits,
increase loan market share and expand your margins.



15,000 data fields & ratios
18,000+ depositories in the U.S.

Current Deposit & Loan Rates



Mortgages
Consumer loans
Deposits

Branch Footprint Analysis
100,000 U.S. branches
Market demographics and financial
product demand

Credit cards
Specials

Insightful peer benchmarking
Create relevant peer comparisons using SNL’s proprietary
score & rank functionality. Set up your peer reports by
selecting fields such as ROAA, ROAE, Net Interest Margin,
Tangible Common Equity/Tangible Assets or NPAs/Assets.

Banks in Europe, the Middle East & Africa
A common language for the analysis
of financial institutions.

Examine over 800
financial data items and
key ratios on Europe’s
first common platform,
facilitating strict peer
comparisons without
time-consuming manual
entry of data. Our exclusive IFRS banking and insurance
data formats simplify analysis across different
institutions. Standard templates for global data make it
easy to compare banks in the United Kingdom, Poland,
Dubai, Kenya and more. SNL performs all currency
conversions and language translations, saving you
valuable time.
Evaluate thousands of institutions and
220,000+ branches.
Our comprehensive coverage of European banks
includes 220,000+ mappable branch locations,
financial profiles, country banking statistics and more.
Quickly compare loan and deposit composition by type
or risk-weighted regulatory capital and asset data. Probe
credit quality metrics or dive into embedded-value
financials. SNL has the world’s only bank branch

ON THE WEB

See examples of SNL datasets and
tools for European bank analysis.
SNL.com/EuroFinancials

database and mapping tool. Point and click to create
professional-quality maps to see a company’s branch
network or the geographical impact of a merger. Perform
effective market and competitor analyses with our bank
branch analytics.
Profile the banking industry in each country.
SNL country profiles allow you to compare countries
across macroeconomic indicators as well as focus on
one country’s economy. From branch networks to
current M&A activity, bring current and historical
sovereign content to your analysis.
More informative views with access to the source.
Our standard ratios facilitate benchmarking, screening
and peer analysis. Instantly see the original source
document for any number with a single click. Dissect
ratios with ease. Look at as-reported balance sheets,
income statements and regulatory capital tables.

“

I ESPECIALLY APPRECIATE SNL’S
PROMPTNESS, CONSISTENCY, ACCURACY
AND COMPARABILITY. AT LONG LAST, WE
HAVE WHAT WE WERE WAITING FOR.
Sam Theodore, Scope Ratings, Germany

”

Plan M&A or capital raising

Timely Data



Financials
Comparison ratios
Capital structure
Debt maturity

Historical

5 years of M&A
Detailed deal comps
Equity offerings
Stock performance

What-if
Scenarios

Valuation
Competitor proximity analysis
Branch mapping
Excel Add-In



Review company merger and capital-raising histories
– we provide five years of M&A data and equity offerings,
including detailed deal multiples. Our comprehensive
capital structure data helps you drill down to specific
company debt or equity issues. Assess synergies and
perform deal scenario mapping.
Europe’s first up-to-the-minute banking news hub.
Stay on top of current news and trends with SNL’s real-time
news updates, exclusive newsletters and The Daily Dose,
our early morning summary of local banking news across
the Continent, translated as needed. Receive SNL’s own
proprietary in-depth reporting, news and insight from our
experienced journalists and analysts. SNL’s European
Financials Daily newsletter provides a unique perspective
with regular features, market columns, portfolios and
breaking news. News is linked to financial profiles and
vice versa.

European bank branch mapping
Perform effective market and competitor analyses of
more than 220,000 branches across Europe. We give you
the context, provide economic data, banking statistics,
country profiles, demographic data, sovereign ratings
and domestic league tables. Map one bank’s branch
network or the combined footprint for a potential merger.

Standard fundamental financials
Our exclusive IFRS templates simplify comparisons
of financial institutions across multiple countries,
with instant currency and language translations.
No manual data entry required.

SNL European banking news and analysis
SNL European Financials Daily combines proprietary SNL
reporting and in-depth analysis with time-saving
summaries from hundreds of sources. See highlights of
major stories in our Daily Dose email briefing each morning.

Banks in the Asia-Pacific Region
Transforming Asia-Pacific intra-country
and multinational analysis.

SNL’s Asia-Pacific coverage facilitates both in-country
and multinational analysis, providing the first single
source for data on Asian banks, in standard formats,
plus news and analytics. Our interactive platform
eliminates time-consuming manual entry, translation
and currency conversion.
Standard formats plus
recognition of each
country’s uniqueness.
A hallmark of SNL’s
approach is the
recognition of the
reporting formats and
methods unique to each
country or sector while facilitating peer-to-peer
comparisons with data in standard templates.
Included in our Asia-Pacific coverage are over 550
data items and ratios, in a standard format that
aligns IFRS, Japanese GAAP, PRC and other countryspecific fields.

ON THE WEB

See examples of SNL data and tools for
analysis of banks across Asia-Pacific region.
SNL.com/AsiaPacBanks

Easily compare banks in India or China to banks in
Japan, Indonesia and Australia. Click on any figure to
access the original source document.
In-depth analysis made easy.
Our coverage is in a unified format with easy menubased access. Instantly compare key ratios and
perform national, regional or global peer analysis with
ease. Detailed financial metrics range from tier 1
components to net interest margin and asset quality.
Look at reports such as Balance Sheet by Type and
Class, P&L, Components of Regulatory Capital,
Interest Yield/Cost, Loan and Deposit Composition,
and more.
Detailed country profiles that include macroeconomic
and banking sector data, as well as regulatory
overview on 15 jurisdictions, help you understand key

“

SNL FINANCIAL PROVIDES RELIABLE
DATA IN A TIMELY MANNER – SOMETHING
WHICH IS NEW TO THE ASIAN MARKET.
FROM WHAT I HAVE SEEN, NOTHING IS AS
COMPLETE OR AS RELIABLE AS SNL.

”

Daniel Tabbush, Fifth Element Research, Thailand

regulations by country. Rankings, sovereign ratings
and profiles of recent deals and offerings give you a
full picture of each market.
Gain financial insight into the Asia-Pacific region
not previously possible with other data sources. SNL
news combines proprietary industry reporting and
analysis with summaries of regional financial
institution news, translated from local sources. Our
data is linked to our news, making SNL the first
up-to-the-minute hub for Asia-Pacific financial
industry intelligence.

Interactive mapping and charting
Instantly produce maps of branches by country as
well as pro forma M&A deal maps. See debt
maturity details and equity offerings. Use our data
and SNLxl to build models and charts that refresh
instantly when our database updates.

Comprehensive M&A and issuance data.
SNL tracks comprehensive M&A data for banks, with
minority interest deals and relevant industry pricing
metrics. This database includes full deal profiles and
linked deal documents. Track equity capital
issuances or assess a bank’s debt maturity position.
Assess M&A or branch development strategies with
SNL’s interactive mapping tool.

Drill-down data, news & analysis



Country

Company



Bank Branch

15 jurisdictions
Sovereign ratings
Regulatory highlights
Industry news

Asia-Pacific banking news
Receive SNL’s proprietary news and analysis from our
experienced financial journalists in our Asia-Pacific
Financials Daily publication. Keep up to date with
our comprehensive aggregation of news from
throughout the region.

550+ financial ratios
Bank news
Peer analytics
M&A history
Excel Add-In

National & global branches
Interactive branch map
Branches by competitors

Macroeconomic country profiles
Detailed country profiles include economic forecasts and
banking sector statistics as well as updates on the everchanging regulatory environment.

SNL Financial is the premier provider of breaking news,
financial data and expert analysis on business sectors critical
to the global economy: Banking, Insurance, Financial
Services, Real Estate, Energy, Media & Communications and
Metals & Mining.
SNL offers more datasets, depth and analytical tools than any
other source, with exclusive data on key assets, regulatory
insights, instant mapping and more. We are the only provider
with an accuracy guarantee.
SNL’s interactive platform is as easy to use as it is powerful.
Data, news and analytics are linked for easy drill-down,
access and analysis. Sector-specific metrics and standard
data formats facilitate apples-to-apples peer comparisons.

SNL.com
SNLInfo@SNL.com
+1 (866) 296-3743
(US & Canada)
+1 (646) 599-8087
(Latin America)
+44 20 7398 0873
(Europe, Middle East & Africa)
+852 5808 1882 (Asia-Pacific)
+1800 337 900 (Australia)

Leading bankers, investors and corporate decision-makers
have relied on SNL as their single best source for information
on the global sectors we cover since 1987.

